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Abstract—In the forthcoming Smart City scenario,
Service Providers will require users to authenticate
themselves and authorize their mobile applications to
access their remote accounts. In this scenario, OAuth
2.0 has been widely adopted as a de facto authentication and authorization protocol. However, the current
OAuth 2.0 protocol specification does not consider the
user privacy issue and presents several vulnerabilities
that can jeopardize users’ privacy rights. Therefore, in
this paper we propose an OAuth 2.0 based protocol
for Smart City mobile applications that addresses the
user privacy issue by integrating a pseudonym-based
signature scheme and a signature delegation scheme
into the OAuth 2.0 protocol flow. The proposed solution allows users to self-generate user-specific and appspecific pseudonyms on-demand and ensure privacyenhanced user authentication at the Service Provider
side. The proposed protocol has been validated with
Proverif and its performance has been evaluated in
terms of time and space complexity. Results show that
the proposed protocol can provide users with efficient
and effective means to authenticate towards service
providers while preventing user tracking and impersonation from malicious entities located in the network side
or in the users’ mobile device.1

I.

Introduction

Over the past six decades, the urban population of
the world has grown rapidly and it is expected to grow
by 2.5 billion urban dwellers by 2050 [1]. Hence, due to
the projected explosion of urban population in the coming
decades, cities worldwide will face major sustainable development challenges in terms of economic development,
social development and environmental protection. Consequently, there is an urgent need for cities around the world
to become sustainable, under such conditions, in order to
address these challenges [1].
Towards this direction, the emerging concept of Smart
City is considered as a promising solution to achieve
sustainable cities providing avenues for economic growth,
technological progress and prosperity [2], [3], [4], [5]. As
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the International Telecommunication Union (Telecommunication Standardization sectior, ITU-T) Focus Group on
Smart Sustainable Cities defined in [2], a Smart Sustainable City is an innovative city that makes use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and other
means to enhance the quality of life of its citizens, improve
efficiency of urban operation and services, and increase
competitiveness. At the same time, the Smart Sustainable
City ensures that it satisfies the needs of present and
future generations with respect to economic, social and
environmental aspects [2]. Particularly, in future Smart
Cities, ICTs are expected to act as the key medium that
will address all the potential urban challenges to improve
the quality of life of its citizens.
In this context, Smart City mobile applications running
on citizens’ smartphones can play an important role in
the improvement of citizens’ quality of life since they can
enable citizens to access a plethora of personalized services
(e.g., m-health services, transportation services) without
limitations on time and location. Smart City mobile applications can be provided not only by the Service Providers
(SPs) that are responsible for developing citizens’ personalized services but also by third-party developers that
leverage the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
of the SPs [6]. Nevertheless, personalized services may
handle personal and sensitive information such as citizens’
profile data, contextual data or even vital data and thus,
secure access to them is a vital concern. Therefore, the
appropriate authentication and authorization mechanisms
that allow the delegated access to personalized services are
required.
Today, the OAuth protocol, whose latest version is
OAuth 2.0 [7], is the most widely used protocol for implementing authentication and authorization functionality
in mobile applications [8],[9]. However, although OAuth
security for web applications has been studied sufficiently,
its secure usage for mobile applications needs to be further
investigated due to the fact that OAuth was initially
designed to enable end-users to authorize third-party websites to access their resources stored on a remote Resource
Server (e.g., SP) on their own behalf. Moreover, it is
worthwhile to mention that according to [9], [10], and [11],
OAuth 2.0 has already been vulnerable to mobile malware
attacks targeting end-user’s credentials. By exploiting mobile malware, or by eavesdropping the message flow during
the OAuth 2.0 protocol execution, attackers are capable of
retrieving sensitive information to link the citizen’s real
identity to his/her mobile applications [12], [13], [14], [15].
The realease of such information enables unauthorized
entities to profile users’ activities. Consequently, privacy

concerns arise for Smart City mobile applications enabling
citizens to access their personalized services [16], [17].

back-end server of the service provider on behalf of the
user.

Therefore, in this paper, we extend our work in [18]
and propose a privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol for Smart City mobile applications so that they can
provide access to citizen’s personalized services without
the leakage of private information to unauthorized entities.
In particular the proposed protocol ensures privacy of the
user identity and the activity of the different mobile apps
running on the user’s mobile device. The proposed privacyenhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol integrates two signature schemes into the Step 2 of OAuth 2.0 protocol flow
with authorization code grant type. Namely, the Step 2
corresponds with the user authentication process, and the
integrated signature schemes consist of: i) a pseudonymbased signature scheme; and ii) a signature delegation
scheme. In particular, we modified our previous proposed
protocol in [18] by correcting a vulnerability affecting the
users’ pseudonyms unlinkability. In our previous proposed
protocol an attacker was able to link different pseudonyms
from the same user by performing some bilinear pairing
operations using the user’s pseudonyms and public parameters. We have validated the proposed protocol with
applied pi calculus (Proverif [19]) in terms of observational
equivalence and unreachability properties, which proves
the unlinkability properties of the users’ pseudonyms and
the protocol’s resilience against credential thief. It is worth
commenting that the same tests were used to identify the
vulnerability affecting our previous work, which failed in
terms of observational equivalence. Furthermore, we implemented the integrated signature schemes and evaluated
the time complexity of the signature verification process
in the user side. Finally, we have also evaluated the time
and space complexity of the protocol in the Privacy Server
side.

According to the OAuth 2.0 protocol, the Client requests access to the Resource Owner’s protected resources,
hosted by the Resource Server, and is issued a different
set of credentials than those of the Resource Owner. In
particular, the Client is issued an access token (i.e., credentials) by the Authorization Server with the approval (i.e.,
authorization) of the Resource Owner. The access token is
a string denoting a specific scope, lifetime, and other access
attributes, and is used by the Client to access the Resource
Owner’s protected resources. The authorization of the Resource Owner is expressed in the form of an authorization
grant that the Client uses to request the access token from
the Authorization Server. OAuth 2.0 provides four different
methods so that the Client can obtain the access token.
These methods are referred to as grant types and are the
following [7]: authorization code, implicit, resource owner
password credentials, and client credentials. However, as
it is also claimed in [9], the authorization code grant type
and the implicit grant type are the two grant types that
have been widely used in practice for native applications
(i.e., desktop applications, mobile apps). Besides, both
these grant types are redirection-based flow, which means
that the Client should be capable of interacting with
the Resource Owner’s user-agent (i.e., web browser) and
capable of receiving incoming request, via redirection, from
the Authorization Server. In this paper, our focus is on
the OAuth 2.0 protocol flow with authorization code grant
since this grant type supports Client authentication which
is essential to increase the security level of Smart City
mobile apps that can have access to sensitive information.
However, as it is also recommended for native apps in RFC
6749 [7], we consider the use of the authorization code
grant type without using Client credentials, because of the
fact that mobile applications are not able to keep users’
credentials confidential.

Following the introduction, this paper is organized as
follows: Section II presents related work on OAuth 2.0 for
mobile apps and discusses OAuth 2.0 security issues for
mobile apps. In Section III, we provide the system model
where the proposed protocol is applied. Section IV shows
the threat model, from which the system requirements are
derived. The system requirements are defined in section V.
Furthermore, the proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0
based protocol is presented in Section VI. In Section VII
the security analysis is provided. Section VIII includes the
performance evaluation. Finally, Section IX concludes the
paper.
II.

Related Work

A. OAuth 2.0 and Mobile Apps
The OAuth 2.0 protocol, as described in the RFC 6749
[7] (evolved from the previous specification of OAuth1
[20]), defines the interactions among the user (resource
owner in the protocol specification), the mobile application
(client in the protocol specification), back-end server of
the service provider where the user’s resources are hosted
(resource server in the protocol specification), and the
authorization server that is the entity granting the mobile
application access to the user’s resources hosted in the

According to the implementations of the OAuth 2.0
protocol flow with authorization code grant for mobile
apps, the client/mobile application requests access to the
user’s account/resources on behalf of the user. For that,
the mobile app deploys an user-agent to interact with the
user. The user-agent can be the system native browser or
an embedded web browser, which is a User Interface (UI)
view component integrated in the mobile app in order to
render online content within the mobile app. In terms of
functionality, the native web browser and the embedded
web browser are similar in the context of the OAuth 2.0
protocol flow. Hence, they both are referred simply as
browser [9], [10].
The abstract OAuth 2.0 protocol flow with authorization code grant for mobile apps is presented in Fig. 1.
The mobile app initiates the flow by redirecting the UserAgent (i.e., browser) to the Authorization Server in order
to request the authorization code (Step 1). Afterwards,
the Authorization Server authenticates the user, via the
browser, and requests the user input to grant or deny the
authorization to the mobile application (Step 2). If the user
accepts the mobile app’s request the Authorization Server
redirects the browser back to the mobile app including

Fig. 1.

Abstract OAuth 2.0 Protocol Flow with Authorization Code Grant type for Mobile Apps.

the authorization code (Step 3). With the authorization
code, the mobile app can request an access token from the
Authorization Server that can be used to access the user’s
resources hosted in the resource server (Step 4). Finally, if
all validations are completed successfully by the Authorization Server, then an access token and, optionally, a
refresh token are issued to the mobile app (Step 5) [9], [10].
Detailed description of this protocol flow is provided in [7]
and [18]. Our proposed protocol is based on the OAuth 2.0
protocol with authorization code grant and improves the
user privacy by integrating two cryptographic schemes into
the user authentication process in Step 2. Therefore, our
focus is on the design of the two cryptographic schemes
and their seamless integration in Step 2.
B. OAuth 2.0 Security for Mobile Apps
During the past few years, the security community has
put a lot of effort on OAuth security for web applications
[21], [22], [23]. However, to the authors’ best knowledge,
very few works are available in the literature that are explicitly focused on OAuth security for mobile applications.
In the following, we present the main contributions to this
the area.
According to [9], although the OAuth protocol was
initially designed for website authorization, nowadays, it
has been adopted as a de-facto standard for authentication/authorization in mobile applications. However, as it
is shown in [9], several concepts of the OAuth protocol
as well as a number of its key steps are not clear or
specified explicitly when they are considered for mobile
platforms, and as a result, many developer misconceptions
about OAuth implementations in mobile environments
arise. Therefore, in [9], the authors conduct a thorough
evaluation of the OAuth protocol in the context of mobile applications, so developers can avoid misconceptions
leading to mistakes that cause vulnerabilities related to
OAuth implementation for mobile platforms. Based on
the authors’ study, these mistakes are caused by the fact
that the mobile app developers: a) store the application’s
secret locally inside the application, b) treat authorization
and authentication as the same problem, c) use arbitrary
mechanisms to transmit secret tokens, and d) modify

the existing OAuth 2.0 protocol flow. Among the lessons
and conclusions highlighted by the authors, it is worth
mentioning the difficulty for service providers to verify that
access tokens are transmitted to the intended recipients,
which requires to tag users with globally unique identifiers.
Also, the interaction with the user through a UI, asking
for his/her acceptance in the authorization process and
informing him/her about the scope of such authorization,
should never be avoided.
Finally, the last lesson is related to the fact that when
the OAuth protocol is used for authentication, the user’s
mobile device must be considered as untrusted as well as
the communication channel. This consideration has two
implications: a) the mobile application should not perform
parts of security-related protocols, since it could fake the
results of such protocols, or leak sensitive information; and
b) it must be assumed that the attacker can eavesdrop or
modify any data transmitted from the mobile app [15].
Indeed, in [10], the authors present a practical set up in
which a malicious app installed on the user’s mobile device
can steal the user’s credentials or the access token. The
proposed solution in [10] is a trusted app, called OAuth
Manager, in which the critical OAuth components are
implemented. In our proposed approach we also use the
approach of providing a trusted app, called Privacy app
(P-app), that integrates a secure UI component to obtain
the user’s input safely and performs the cryptographic
operations required for the proposed pseudonym-based
signature schemes.
C. Pseudonym-based Systems
A pseudonym-based signature scheme can provide
privacy-preserving authentication, since pseudonyms can
serve as identifiers for entities while still preserving the
entities’ anonymous state (i.e., a state in which the users
cannot be distinguished from other entities in the set of
users [24]). Entities can hold many pseudonyms representing the entity, its roles or functions, or the different
relations of the entity with different organizations [25].
Different pseudonyms of the same entity are not linkable
between each other and do not leak any information
about the entity’s real identity. However, a Certification

Fig. 2.

System model of the proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol for Smart City mobile apps.

Authority (CA) can be enabled to link a pseudonym
to the real identity of the pseudonym’s owner, which is
referred as anonymity revocation and usually proposed as
a mechanism to counteract against misusers that user their
anonymity state fraudulently [26]. It is worth mentioning
that in our proposed system, revocation is used to enable
user controlled identification.
The are different crypto-systems that enable the implementation of pseudonyms such as digital anonymous
credentials, where users can generate pseudonyms to represent themselves towards different organizations, and
prove the possession of a credential that validates such
pseudonyms. According to [27], the same credential can
be transferred to validate pseudonyms in multiple organizations. The application of a PKI might seem simpler than
previous solutions in some scenarios, such as in Vehicular
Networks (VANETs). Indeed, a number of research works
have suggested that users can sign messages with private
keys, which can be verified with the corresponding public
keys representing their pseudo-identities [28]. However,
this requires a CA to generate, distribute and periodically
renew a large number of public key certificates which have
to be also transmitted together with the signed messages.
A simpler solution is Identity Based Cryptography (IBC)
[29] but using pseudo-identities instead of the real identity
of the users [30]. With IBC users use the pseudonyms as
public keys for which the CA can generate private keys
and sign messages with these pseudonyms. Revocation is
still possible when the CA issues the private keys [25],[31].
Users can also be allowed to self-generate their
pseudonyms, however, the pseudonym self-generation feature must go together with an efficient manner to control the users’ generation capabilities and to enable the
revocation. A possibility to control the pseudonym selfgeneration is to require the pseudonyms to be signed by
a trusted third party [32][25]. However, the requirement
for the interaction with a trusted third party limits the
scalability and the efficiency of the system. Group signatures or ring signatures can also be used to address the
scalability issue [33],[34], since the users, belonging to a
group, can generate their own pseudonyms and sign these

pseudonyms with the group signing key. However, this
approach has already been discarded in other scenarios
such as VANETs, due to the complexity, since it requires
users to self-issue a certificate on the pseudonyms and
transmit such certificates together with the pseudonym
and the signed message.
To be considered efficient, a pseudonym-based signature scheme should enable self-generation of pseudonyms
with a single credential from the CA, hence limiting the
interactions between the users and the CA. Anonymity
revocation by the CA should still be feasible and efficient
when pseudonyms are generated in the user side. Also, the
system should provide all-or-nothing transferability [26] to
discourage users from generating pseudonyms and sharing
these pseudonyms with other users.
The work in [35] provides two signature schemes
that are close to provide these features. In the second
scheme the authors propose a signature scheme with timecontrolled pseudonym variation, which limits a pseudonym
self-generation to one pseudonym per timeslot. The timecontrolled pseudonym variation also allows to pre-compute
the users’ pseudonyms in the CA [36] which enables a
fast revocation mechanism. However, the controlled selfgenerated pseudonyms are not unlinkable. It is possible to
link the pseudonyms generated with the same credential
in different time-slots. The proposed protocol for privacypreservation in OAuth 2.0 uses an adaptation of the latter
signature scheme (presented in [35] and adapted in [36])
in the Authorization Server side, while the user-side uses
a signature delegation scheme that is not affected by
pseudonym linkability attacks and that can be efficiently
combined with the pseudonym-based signature scheme
[35].
III.

System Model

The proposed system model architecture is depicted
in Figure 2 and composed by the following entities: i)
The Citizen - also referred as user - which is the entity
subscribed to one or several remote services and owning an
account in one or several resource servers; ii) Mobile App -

Fig. 3.

Threat model consisting of an attacker extracting information to make a database with users’ activity profiles.

referred to as client in the OAuth 2.0 specification - which
is a mobile application installed in the users’ mobile devices
that provides access to the users’ subscribed services, and
that can access users’ remote resources when authorized by
the user; iii) Privacy App (P-App), which is a mobile application installed in the users’ mobile device and that assists
in the performance of the proposed privacy-preserving
protocol by performing the cryptographic operations. The
P-App also stores the non-sensitive information required
for the performance of the proposed protocol; iv) Resource
servers (RSs), which are the servers hosting the users’
accounts and providing personalized services to citizens; v)
Authorization Servers (ASs) the servers providing access
control mechanisms to enable users to authenticate and
authorize mobile applications to access on their behalf to
remote users’ resources; vi) Privacy Server (PS), which
enables privacy-preserving user authentication by storing
users’ real identities and triggering the anonymity revocation process when authorized by the user. The PS provides
the cryptographic mechanisms for the proposed privacyenhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol.
IV.

Threat Model

The threat model, as depicted in Fig. 3, considers
an attacker whose motivation is to profile: a) the user’s
credentials and b) the id of the mobile app running on
the smartphone and using OAuth 2.0 protocol to obtain
authorized access to user’s resources on behalf of him/her.
The main objective of the attacker is to create the user’s
profile that allow the attacker to infer the user’s identity
from the user’s credentials and link the user’s identity to
the mobile apps running on the user’s device. To achieve
this, the attacker should be present in the user’s device, in
the network (i.e., Internet), or in the AS side in order to
extract the appropriate information (i.e., user’s credentials
and mobile app ids) during the execution of the user
authentication phase of the OAuth 2.0 protocol.
The model assumes the following vulnerabilities in the
user’s mobile device due to the installation of malware [10]:
•

A rogue mobile app can extract the information
that the user inputs in the mobile app embedded

interface.
•

A trustful mobile application may use a compromised native web browser, which can extract
the information typed by the user, e.g. the user’s
credentials.

•

The attacker can inspect the source code of the
P-app installed in the user’s mobile device and
obtain the stored data. However, the user interface
of the P-app and the cryptographic operations
performed by the P-app during the OAuth 2.0
protocol execution cannot compromised.

The model also assumes the following vulnerabilities
in the network side and the Authroization Server side as
described in the OAuth 2.0 threat model in RFC6819 [37]:
•

The attacker has full access to the network between the client and the Authorization Server. The
attacker may eavesdrop on any communications
between those parties.

•

The attacker can impersonate an Authorization
Server and perform the OAuth 2.0 protocol with
the user.

The threat model assumes that the attacker is provided
with effective means to infer the user’s identity from the
information transmitted through the OAuth 2.0 message
flow, i.e. the user’s credentials. The attacker can also
link the activity of different mobile apps to a single user
by linking different OAuth 2.0 protocol executions. It is
worth mentioning that the threat model covers only the
application layer, hence the attacker does not perform
any traffic analysis using the IP or MAC addresses in the
communications intercepted. Note that such an attack can
be avoided by applying solutions at the network layer like
TOR [38].
A. Attack example and proposed solution
In this section we provide an attack scenario consisting of four users and the attacker who extracts different
information about the users based on his/her capabilities
as seen in Fig. 4. In this scenario the attacker knows that

in the scenario there are four users and their identities,
but the attacker cannot not observe physically their activities in their mobile devices. The attacker is given full
access to the information extracted during the OAuth 2.0
protocol execution of every mobile application running on
the users’ mobile devices. At a given moment, one of the
users (Jasper) activates three mobile apps whereas another
user (Jimmy) activates one mobile app. The other two
users remain inactive. The attacker tries to obtain the
information about who is running which application.
In case A, Fig. 4, the attacker extracts the users’
credentials and app ids then the attacker is able to profile
the two active users (Jasper and Jimmy) and learns which
mobile apps are being using by each user. In the second
case (case B), the OAuth 2.0 protocol is protected using
the proposed privacy-preserving mechanism. However, the
attacker is given the advantage to link the pseudonyms
belonging to the same user. In this case, the attacker
does not profile the specific mobile apps to specific users,
but he/she learns that a single user is using the mobile
apps with app id 1, 2, and 4, and another user is using
the mobile app with app id 3. The attacker also knows
that the other two users are inactive. This information
is not sufficient to profile users, but it gives the attacker
the possibility to perform statistical analysis and infer,
eventually, the identities of the users. Finally, in the third
case (case C) the attacker is not given any advantage on
the privacy-preserving system, hence the attacker cannot
link pseudonyms. In this case the attacker cannot know
how many users are active and which applications are
running on the same device. The attacker only learns which
applications are used by the group of the users. Note that
if the number of users in the group grows considerably,
then the significance of this information diminishes.
It is worth noticing that the anonymity level depends
on the number of users in the system, i.e. if only one user
exists then the attacker can always infer who is behind
a mobile app activity. On the other hand, if there is a
large group of active users, then it is more difficult for
the attacker to guess who is using a specific mobile app.
This fact is highlighted in [39], which defines the concept
of anonymity set as the set of participants from which a
specific user could be confused with, and evaluates the
anonymity level as the set size. Following this approach,
in [40] authors provide a definition of anonymous state
in terms of the state of not being identifiable within a
set of subjects, i.e. the anonymity set. Authors also claim
that the anonymity grows in relation to the set size, and
it is higher when the probability of the set members to be
active is evenly distributed. In [41] the authors continue
towards this direction and propose a metric to quantify the
anonymity set size that is based on the entropy of the system. These three works have been followed in subsequent
works related to anonymity and privacy preservation, since
they provide a useful definition of anonymity state and a
metric to quantify the anonymity level.
V.

Fig. 4. Information obtained by the attacker in a toy scenario with
4 users and 4 running mobile apps. From left to right: the attacker
can link pseudonyms to users; the attacker links pseudonyms from
the same user; and the attacker is not given any advantage.

a signature delegation scheme into the user authentication
process in the Step 2 of the OAuth 2.0 protocol flow
with authorization code grant type. The proposed privacyenhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol also includes two
new entities: i) the P-App installed in the user’s mobile
device; ii) and the Privacy Server which can be accessed
remotely by the users and the AS. The proposed protocol’s
requirements are described below and derived from the
different vulnerabilities described in the threat model:
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

System Requirements

The proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol integrates a pseudonym-based signature scheme and

6)

User privacy. The identification of the user should
only be possible by the AS when authorized by
the user. Any other entity provided with the
transcript of messages of one or several OAuth
2.0 protocol executions from the same user should
infer no information about the user identity.
Controlled user identification. After a successful
OAuth 2.0 protocol execution with a user, the
AS should be able to obtain, through the PS,
the relationship between the mobile app ID, the
pseudonym and the real identity of the user.
Mutual authentication between user and AS. When
the user authorizes an AS to obtain his/her real
identity from the PS, the user should able to
authenticate the AS, i.e. the attacker should not
be able to impersonate the AS during the OAuth
2.0 protocol execution.
Activity unlinkability. The attacker should not
be able to distinguish if several transcripts of
the OAuth 2.0 protocol execution for different
mobile applications belong to the same user or
to different users, i.e. pseudonyms for different
applications and users should be unlinkable.
No sensitive information in the P-App. Any malicious entity able to inspect the code of the P-App
installed in the user’s mobile device should get
no advantage to perform any attack on the user’s
privacy.
Low-complexity in the user side. The protocol

should be performed in a useful time window in
the user side. The complexity of the cryptographic
operations in the user’s mobile device should be
low.
VI.

Proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0
based protocol

The proposed protocol is based on the OAuth 2.0
protocol with authorization code grant type and improves
the user privacy by integrating two cryptographic schemes
into the user authentication process in Step 2 of the
standard version of the OAuth 2.0 protocol with authorization code grant type. According to the proposed protocol,
user authentication towards an AS is achieved without
exposing the user credentials or any sensitive information
towards an attacker controlling the mobile application or
the browser, or eavesdropping the communication between
the user and the AS. With the proposed protocol, users
can self-generate pseudonyms for each different mobile
application and get privately authenticated. Eavesdroppers are not able to link the users’ pseudonyms to the
users’ identities, and are also not able to distinguish which
pseudonyms belong to the same user. Moreover, although
the proposed protocol requires to be assisted by the P-App
in the user side, this P-App does not store any sensitive
information and does not need to be tamper resistant.
We integrate two signature schemes into the OAuth
2.0 protocol flow, namely a pseudonym-based signature
scheme and a delegation signature scheme. These schemes
are adaptations from the ones proposed in [35] and our
work in [42][36]. Although in this work we provide a
detailed security analysis of the proposed protocol, we
would like to refer interested readers to the works [35] and
[42] for the formal security proofs of the proposed signature
schemes.
A. System initialization
System initialization requires users and ASs to perform
a registration in the Smart City PS, as depicted in Fig. 5.
Users have to provide their real identities and select an
nickname and password (nick, psw), which will be used to
identify the user by the PS during the privacy-preserving
user authentication, and to access their personal accounts
in the PS. In these personal accounts, the user sets the personal information, e.g. user’s real identity that is willing to
share with other ASs. The PS will disclose this information
to an AS if the AS is granted permission by the user during
the execution of the proposed privacy-preserving OAuth
2.0 protocol.
The ASs also have to register in the PS and provide a
list of users (their real identities) with personal accounts
in such AS, i.e. the list of resource owners that are authenticated through that AS to access one or several resource
servers. The PS maps the registered users in the PS to the
list of users provided by the ASs. The AS can also provide
a list of mobile apps that users may use to access such
AS. This list can be used by the PS to pre-compute the
pseudonym lists as described in section VIII.

Upon registration with the PS, the users and the ASs
obtain the public values generated by the PS. The users
and the ASs also obtain their specific values, i.e. the users
obtain the static pseudonym and the ASs obtain their
public pseudonym and corresponding credential. These
values are detailed in the following sections for the different
steps: i) parameter generation; ii) credential generation;
and iii) static pseudonym generation. At the end of these
three steps, the PS, all ASs registered to the PS, and the
users registered to the PS obtain the secret and public
values summarized in table I.
In the user side, the values obtained from the PS are
stored in the P-App (except the user’s nickname and
password), which are used to perform the crytographic
operations during the proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth
2.0 based protocol. Concretely, the P-App stores the PS
public parameters, the ASs public pseudonyms, and the
user’s static pseudonym as a secret value. It is worth
commenting that the disclosure of such static pseudonym
would not give any advantage to an attacker to jeopardize
user’s privacy, it is only considered a secret value because
it is never transmitted or disclosed during the proposed
OAuth 2.0 protocol execution.
TABLE I.

Entity
PS
AS
P-App
(user)
User

Protocol initialization values

Public Values
Public Parameters G1 ,
G2 , P , H1 , H2 , H3 , e(),
W , Ws
Static pseudonym pseuv
None
None

Secret Values
Secret key s
Credential Crev
Static pseudonym
pseuu
Nick
&
Pswd
(nicku , pswu )

1) Parameters generation: The PS performs the following operations to obtain the set of public parameters which
are then distributed by the PS to the registered ASs and
users:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Selects two cyclic groups of prime order p, G1 and
G2 , where p is a prime of K bits. G1 contains
points in a elliptic curve where the ECDLP is hard
[29]. Concrete implementation details are given in
section VIII.
Picks a point P ∈ G1 as a generator.
Selects a bilinear map e such that e : G1 × G1 →
G2 .
Selects two cryptographic hash functions H1 , H2 :
{0, 1}∗ → G1 . 2
Selects another hash function H3 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp .
Picks randomly a secret value s ∈R Zp and generates a public key W = sP .
Chooses randomly a public value Qs ∈R G1 and
obtains a restriction key Ws = sQs .

2) Credential generation: An AS obtains a credential
after registration with the PS. For credential generation
for an AS v the PS performs the following steps:
2 In a practical scenario it is selected a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ →
A, for any set A, and an admissible encoding function L : A → G1
[29].

Fig. 5.

•
•
•

Users and ASs registration process.

Picks a value µv ∈R Zp .
1
Computes a secret key Sv = P (s+µ
.
v)
Sends to the AS v, over a secure channel, the
credential Crev = (µv , Sv ). The AS v verifies that
e(µv P + W, Sv ) = e(P, P ) holds and accepts the
credential.

3) Static pseudonyms generation: An AS v having a
valid credential Crev = (µv , Sv ) issued by the PS can
generate a static pseudonym by performing the operation
pseuv = µv Qs . This pseudonym is public and unique
of the AS v. Similarly, a citizen/user u also obtains a
static pseudonym pseuu = µu Qs , where µu is a secret
value obtained from the user values nicku and pswu :
µu = H3 (nicku ||pswu )3 . The value pseuu is stored in the
P-App.
B. Privacy-enhanced user authentication
In the proposed privacy-enhanced OAuth 2.0 based
protocol, the Step 2 maintains the same protocol flow
as described in the original OAuth 2.0 protocol with
authorization code grant type specification, but includes
in the exchanged data the pseudonym-based signatures.
The proposed Step 2 modification is described below in the
steps: UserAuthRequest1 ; UserAuthRequest2 ; UserAuthReponse1 ; UserAuthReponse2 ; and UserAuthentication. The
information used/generated during the privacy-enhanced
user authentication is summarized in table II.
UserAuthRequest1 This step is performed by the
AS. The AS v to the user u an authentication request
code. The transmitted message is composed of the AS
public pseudonym pseuv , a pseudonym-based signature
sigpseuv (M ) on a message M , and a random value rn. In
this step the AS v:
•
•
3 The

Obtains Qi = H1 (app id) from the mobile application specific identifier app id.
Obtains an app-specific pseudonym pseuv,i =
µv Qi and a random value rn.
operator || refers to a string concatenation

•

•

Signs the message M , where M = rn||pseuv,i , with
its public pseudonym pseuv . This signature operation is performed with signing algorithm described
below.
Sends M and the signature sigpseuv (M ) to the
user.

To perform the signing algorithm referred above, for a
message M with a pseudonym pseuv , the AS v:
•
•
•
•
•

Picks randomly α, r, r0 ∈R Zp .
0
Obtains T = αSv , RG1 = rQi and R = e(Qi , P )r .
Obtains c = H3 (M ||T ||RG1 ||R||pseuv ).
Obtains z1 = cα + r0 and z2 = cµv + r.
The signature sigpseuv (M ) is composed of the
tuple (T, c, z1 , z2 ).

UserAuthRequest2 The browser in the user side
receives the authentication request code which is passed
to the P-App for validation. To validate the code the PApp performs the signature verification algorithm on the
signature sigpseuv = (M ), of the Message M , which is
composed of the following steps:
•

•
•

0
Obtain RG
= z2 Qs − pseuv c and R0 =
1
z1
e(Qs , P ) /e(pseuv + Ws , T )c . These operatons require the public values Qs and Ws stored in the
P-App.
0
||R0 ||pseuv ).
Obtain c0 = H3 (M ||T ||RG
1
The verification is successful if the equality c0 = c
holds.

After signature verification is successful the requuest
code is validatied and the P-App prompts a user interface
where the user u can type his/her nickname and password
to construct the UserAuthResponse1.
UserAuthReponse1 The P-App asks the user u
to insert the nickname and password (nicku , pswu ) and
obtains user’s static pseudonym value pseuu = µu Qs ,
where µu = H3 (nicku ||pswu ). The P-App verifies that
the calculated pseudonym matches the stored pseudonym
obtained during the user registration with the PS. If the
pseudonym matches then the P-App:

TABLE II.

Entity
PS
AS
P-App (user)
User

Fig. 6.

•
•

•

•
•

Protocol execution values

Public Values
Public Parameters G1 , G2 , P , H1 , H2 , H3 , e(), W , Ws
Pseudonyms pseuv , pseuv,i ; Signatures sigpseuu (M ),
0
Delsigpseu
(R, wu ), nonce rn
v,i ,pseuu,i
App ID app id; App-specific pseudonym pseuu,i ; Warrant
wu ; Signature sigpseuu (wu )
None

•

Static pseudonym pseuu
Nick
&
(nicku , pswu )

Pswd

Privacy-enhanced user authentication of the OAuth 2.0 proposed protocol.

Uses the application ID to obtain the value Qi =
H1 (app id).
Obtains the app-specific pseudonym pseuu,i =
µu,i Qi , where µu,i = H3 (nicku ||pswu ||app id).
The pseudonym is app-specific because the user u
obtains different pseudonyms for other application
IDs. If the user tries to use the same pseudonym
for other applications the authentication will fail in
the PS side. It is also worth mentioning that the
app-specific pseudonym of a user is different than
that of other users for the same application, thus
the pseudonyms are app-specific and user-specific.
Signs a warrant wu , where wu is the tuple
(pseuv,i ||rn||D) and D is the delegation scope
(time of validity), with the pseudonym pseuu,i .
0
(wu ), is performed with
The signature, sigpseu
u,i
a delegation signing algorithm consisting of the
following operation:
0
(wu ) = µu,i H1 (wu ).
◦ sigpseu
u,i
Constructs
the
tuple
Delu,v
=
0
(pseuu,i , wu , sigpseu
(w
)).
u
u,i
The value Delu,v is sent back to the AS v through
the browser as the authentication response code.
It is worth mentioning that this code cannot be
replayed in a later occasion. Also, it does not provide any useful information to identify the user or
to link this user to other OAuth 2.0 authentications
of the same user for other mobile applications.

UserAuthResponse2 The AS v receives the authentication response code, consisting of the tuple Delu,v =
0
(pseuu,i , wu , sigpseu
(wu )), and obtains a delegated sigu,i
nature. To obtain a delegated signature the AS v:
•

Secret Values
Secret key s
Credential Crev

Generates a request R, where the AS asks the
PS for the real identity of the user holding the
pseudonym pseuu,i .
Computes:
0
(R, wu ) =
Delsigpseu
v ,pseuu
0
sigpseuu (wu ) + µv H2 (R||wu ).

(1)

UserAuthentication The AS contacts the PS authenticate the user and identify the user account in the
AS, i.e. to identify the user. With this objective, the AS
sends the combined signature with the request for the user
identity to the PS, which consists of the following tuple:
0
(R, wu ), pseuu,i , pseuv,i , pseuv ,
R, wu , Delsigpseu
v,i ,pseuu,i
app id. All these values where obtained in the previous
steps.
Upon reception of the message from the AS, the PS:
•
•
•

•

Verifies that the pseudonym pseuv is a public
pseudonym of a valid AS server.
Obtains the app-specific value Qi = H1 (app id)
using the application ID app id.
Verifies that the app-specific pseudonym presented by the AS, i.e. pseuv,i , is linked to
the static pseudonym pseuv by verifying that
e(Qs , pseuv,i ) = e(pseuv , Qi ). (It is worth mentioning that this step cannot be done for the user’s
pseudonyms since they are unlinkable).
Validates
the
delegated
signature,
0
Delsigpseu
(R, wu ),
by
performing
v,i ,pseuu,i
checking whether the following equation holds:
0
e(Delsigpseu
(R, wu ), Qi )
v,i ,pseuu,i
= e(H1 (wu ), pseuu,i )e(H2 (R||wu ), pseuv,i )

•

(2)

Identifies the user u by linking the pseudonym
pseuu,i to the user real identity. For that, the PS
obtains the app-specific pseudonyms for all the
users included in the list of users of the AS v,
i.e. computes pseux,i = µx,i Qi , for every user x
and for Qi = H1 (app id), and selects the user for
which pseux,i = pseuu,i . Note that, as detailed in
section VIII, the PS can pre-compute and store the
app-specific pseudonyms for the users of each AS
and for different app ids, to speed up the look up
process.

After identifying the user, the PS sends a message over
a secure channel to the AS v with the user’s identity. The

proposed privacy-enhanced user authentication is summarized in Fig. 6.
VII.

Security analysis

This section provides the security analysis of the proposed protocol and the correctness of the cryptographic
operations performed. The security analysis also counts
with an implementation in Proverif to evaluate the reachability properties of the secret values used to obtain
pseudonyms in the user side, and the observational equivalence of the signatures obtained with pseudonyms from
different users. The proverif code for the evaluation of
observational equivalence can be found in the annex. We
woul like to refer insterested readers to the works [35] and
[42] for the formal security proofs.
A. Correctness of the signature and delegation schemes
The correctness of the pseudonym-based signature
scheme used the UserAuthRequest can be found in [35],
hence it is not included in this section. In this section we
provide the correctness of the delegated signature used in
the UserAuthResponse. It is worth commenting that this
type of delegated signature scheme was first presented in
[43].
0
The signature, Delsigpseu
(R, wu ), is validated
v ,pseuu
with the equation:
0
e(Delsigpseu
(R, wu ), Qi )
v,i ,pseuu,i
= e(H1 (wu ), pseuu,i )e(H2 (R||wu ), pseuv,i )

(3)

with some mathematical manipulation, following the
properties of bilinear maps detailed in section XI:
e(H1 (wu ), pseuu,i )e(H2 (R||wu ), pseuv,i ) =
e(H1 (wu ), Qi )µu e(H2 (R||wu ), Qi )µv =
e(H1 (wu )µu , Qi )e(H2 (R||wu )µv , Qi ) =
e(H1 (wu )µu + H2 (R||wu )µv , Qi ) =
0
e(Delsigpseu
(R, wu ), Qi )
v,i ,pseuu,i

(4)

B. Conditional privacy
Conditional privacy is achieved if only the PS can
link the pseudonyms to users identity. Any other entity
cannot link the pseudonym of a user to its identity or to
other pseudonyms of the same user. Note that a user’s
pseudonym is constructed as pseuu,i = µu,i Qi for the
app-specific pseudonyms and pseuu = µu Qs for the static
pseudonym. Although the values Qs and Qi are public, the
µu and muu,i values are secret and cannot be obtained
from the pseudonyms since ECDLP is hard in G1 . The
PS however can compute any app-specific pseudonym
generated in the user side since it poses the required values
nicku , pswu and app id.
Finally, we have tested in Proverif the capability of the
attacker to steal the user µ values and we have verified
that the attacker has no access to such values in a scenario
with several users interacting with an AS, the result of the
Proverif [19] outcome is presented below:

−− Query not a t t a c k e r (mu1 [ ] )
I n i t i a l clauses :
C l a u s e 0 : a t t a c k e r ( v 118 ) && a t t a c k e r ( v 119 )
&& a t t a c k e r ( v 120 ) && a t t a c k e r ( v 121 )
−> a t t a c k e r ( s i g n ( v 118 , v 119 , v 120 , v 121 ) )
( The a t t a c k e r a p p l i e s f u n c t i o n s i g n . )
C l a u s e 1 : a t t a c k e r ( v 124 ) && a t t a c k e r ( v 125 )
−> a t t a c k e r ( e ( v 124 , v 125 ) )
( The a t t a c k e r a p p l i e s f u n c t i o n e . )
[...]
C l a u s e 4 3 : a t t a c k e r ( app id1 631 )
−> a t t a c k e r ( s i g n ( ( app id1 631 ,
mulZpG1 (mv [ ] , H1( app id1 631 ) ) , rn1 680 ) ,
Qs [ ] , sk ( P 103 [ ] , mv [ ] , s 102 [ ] ) ,
mulZpG1 (mv [ ] , Qs [ ] ) ) )
( I f t h e message app id1 631 i s r e c e i v e d
from t h e a t t a c k e r a t i n p u t { 2 4 } ,
then t h e message s i g n ( ( app id1 631 , mulZpG1
(mv [ ] , H1( app id1 631 ) ) , rn1 680 ) , Qs [ ] ,
sk ( P 103 [ ] , mv [ ] , s 102 [ ] ) , mulZpG1 (mv [ ] , Qs [ ] ) )
may be s e n t t o t h e a t t a c k e r a t output { 3 1 } . )
Abbreviations :
rn1 680 = rn1 105 [ app id1 104 = app id1 631 ,
! 1 = @sid 632 ]
Completing . . .
S t a r t i n g query not a t t a c k e r (mu1 [ ] )
RESULT not a t t a c k e r (mu1 [ ] ) i s t r u e .

As indicated in [31], an attacker can track user’s activities and infer the user’s identity if the same pseudonym
is always used, hence in a mobile scenario users should
be able to generate a large number of pseudonyms and
be provided with an efficient mechanism to switch the
active pseudonym. We address this issue by providing
different pseudonyms per application, which are generated
on demand in the user side. These pseudonyms are unlinkable hence preventing eavesdroppers from linking different
activities, i.e. mobile applications, to the same user. It is
worth mentioning that the system requirements (sec. V)
of user privacy and user identification hold, since only the
AS can obtain the user’s identity though the PS when
authorized by the user. Also, the activity unlinkability
requirement is fulfilled since the user shows different unlinkable pseudonyms when using different mobile apps.
We have tested the privacy properties in Proverif and
we have obtained verification that the attacker is not capable of distinguishing a scenario of one user authenticating
with two distinct mobile application and two users using
one mobile application each. The result of the Proverif
outcome is presented below and the source code of the
Proverif implementation is given in the Appendix.
−− O b s e r v a t i o n a l e q u i v a l e n c e
I n i t i a l clauses :
C l a u s e 0 : v 133 <> t r u e &&
a t t a c k e r 2 ( v 133 , t r u e ) &&
a t t a c k e r 2 ( @mayfail 134 , @mayfail 135 )
−> a t t a c k e r 2 ( f a l s e , @mayfail 135 )
( The a t t a c k e r a p p l i e s f u n c t i o n &&.)

Fig. 7.

Time required for pseudonym pre-computation of up to 100K users and 5 apps.

C l a u s e 1 : v 139 <> t r u e &&
a t t a c k e r 2 ( t r u e , v 139 ) &&
a t t a c k e r 2 ( @mayfail 138 , @mayfail 140 )
−> a t t a c k e r 2 ( @mayfail 138 , f a l s e )
( The a t t a c k e r a p p l i e s f u n c t i o n &&.)
[...]
C l a u s e 1 0 6 : a t t a c k e r 2 ( ( P 103 [ ] , Qs [ ] ,
mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , Qs [ ] ) , mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] ,
P 103 [ ] ) ) , ( P 103 [ ] , Qs [ ] , mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , Qs [ ] ) ,
mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , P 103 [ ] ) ) )
( The message ( P 103 [ ] , Qs [ ] ,
mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , Qs [ ] ) , mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , P 103 [ ] ) )
( r e s p . ( P 103 [ ] , Qs [ ] , mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , Qs [ ] ) ,
mulZpG1 ( s 102 [ ] , P 103 [ ] ) ) )
may be s e n t t o t h e a t t a c k e r a t output { 1 2 } . )
200 r u l e s i n s e r t e d . The r u l e b a s e
c o n t a i n s 180 r u l e s . 67 r u l e s i n t h e queue .
[...]
6600 r u l e s i n s e r t e d . The r u l e b a s e
c o n t a i n s 6168 r u l e s . 50 r u l e s i n t h e queue .

tion mechanism. Thus, in the proposed protocol the users
are only required to contact the PS to register.
D. Mutual Authentication
As specified in sec. V, the proposed protocol provides
mutual authentication between the user and the AS, since
the P-App authenticates the AS. The AS is registered in
the PS and has a public pseudonym pseuv , which is also
stored in the P-App in the user side.
E. P-App Tampering resiliency
The P-App does not hold any sensitive information
about the user, and the leaking of any value stored by the
PS can never lead to user tracking or user impersonation.
The static pseudonym stored in the P-App to check the
validity of the user credentials is not linkable to the
different app-specific pseudonyms used by the user during
the OAuth 2.0 protocol execution. Hence, following the
system requirements, sec. V, the P-App does not need to
be tamper resistant.
VIII.

RESULT O b s e r v a t i o n a l e q u i v a l e n c e i s t r u e
( bad not d e r i v a b l e ) .

C. Autonomy
It is worth noting that when users download new
applications the users are not required to contact the PS to
obtain new app-specific pseudonyms since the pseudonyms
are self-generated. The user identification in the PS side
is still achievable through the proposed anonymity revoca-

Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol,
we implemented the signature schemes and the revocation
scheme in JAVA using the library provided in [44]. The
tests performed evaluate the computation time and memory of the more demanding parts of the proposed protocol
in the user and server sides. We have chosen a Type A
curve with the recommended settings in [45], i.e. q = 512
bits and r = 160 bits (G1 is a cyclic group, with prime
order of 160bits, of points in a elliptic curve with points
of 1024 bits). We have tested the performance in terms of

execution time of the different steps of the protocol, with
special focus on the anonymity revocation step in the PS
side and the signature verification in the user side.
It is worth noting that the pseudonyms are selfgenerated in the user side, thus the PS has to compute
the pseudonyms for all users and all mobile apps per
AS in order to match an unknown pseudonym with its
owner and retrieve the user identity. This operation can
take considerable time if the number of users registered
in the AS is considerable, and it also increases with the
number of mobile apps that access the AS. Hence, the
pseudonym list should be pre-computed at the PS before
protocol execution. We have performed tests to evaluate
the computation time of the pseudonym list at the PS side.
Figure 7 shows the time lapsed in the pre-computation
of the list of pseudonyms for the PS with up to 100K
registered users and up to 5 mobile apps.
It can be appreciated that the time complexity grows
linearly with the number of users and apps. For the case
of 5 apps and 100K users, the computation time takes 1
hour and 24 minutes. However, saving and loading this
500K pseudonyms in a file takes less than 2 seconds (1.56
and 1.82 respectively, 5 more seconds are needed if the
psedonyms are stored in bitstrings due to type conversion)
and requires 64MB of memory. For the concrete case of
1 mobile app and 100K users, the computation time is
less than 17 minutes, whereas the reading time from a file
is in the order of 1300ms including the type conversion.
Although not shown in the figure, we have also tested
the creation of up to 3 million pseudonyms, yielding a
computation time of 8h 38min and 384MB space.
In the user side, that has been implemented in an
Android application (P-App), the signature verification
takes 90ms, since it involves a bilinear pairing calculation.
Both the pseudonym generation and the delegatable signature take 50ms. However the computation time can very
significantly depending one the mobile device. When tested
in an android device with low processing capabilities, signature verification has gone up to 1200ms and pseudonym
generation and the delegatable signature has gone up to
500ms. In the server side, the signature takes 60ms, since
it is more complex than the signature performed in the
user side (this signature performed in a hardware limited
android device would require 700ms, however it is not
required in our proposed protocol).
IX.

in the proposed system model). The proposed solution
does not require the storage of sensitive information in the
mobile device, hence the proposed Privacy Application in
the user side does not need to be tamper resistant.
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ANNEX: Preliminaries

This section provides the mathematical preliminaries
required for the Understanding of the proposed privacyenhanced OAuth 2.0 based protocol, and the definition
of the mathematical problems in which the security of
the proposed solution relays on, i.e. the Collusion Attack
Algorithm with k Traitors and n Examples ((k,n)-CAA)
[35], and the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP).
A. Bilinear Maps
Let G1 and G2 be two groups of prime order r and
security parameter K (defining the bits of r). The discrete
logarithm problem is hard in both groups. Then e is a
bilinear map in the groups (G1 , G2 ), e : G1 × G1 → G2 if
it satisfies the following properties [29]:

•

bilinearity: ∀α, β ∈ Zp∗ and P, Q, R ∈ G1 , we
have that e(αP + βQ, R) = e(P, R)α e(Q, R)β and
e(R, αP + βQ) = e(R, P )α e(R, Q)β .

•

no-degeneracy: there is at least one element Q ∈
G1 such that e(Q, Q) 6= 1G2 .

•

complexity: The bilinear map e can be computed
efficiently.

B. ECDLP
Given a group G = hP i of prime order p. Given any
point Q ∈ G, determining an integer n ∈ [1, p−1] such that
Q = nP is called the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP) and considered to be computationally
intractable in polynomial time.
C. (k,n)-CAA Problem
Let G1 , G2 and e be as above, and let k and n be
integers; let P, P1 , . . . , Pn ∈ G1 , and let x, a1 , . . . , ak ∈ Zp .
Then, as defined in [35] the Collusion Attack Algorithm
problem with k traitors and n examples ((k, n) − CAA) is
as follows:
Given the set {xP, xPj |1 ≤ j ≤ n}, there is not any
1
polynomial time algorithm for obtaining (x+a)
P for some
aPj 6∈ {ai Pj |1 ≤ i ≤ k; 1 ≤ j ≤ n} with no negligible
probability.
D. Fiat-Shamir Heuristic
The Fiat-Shamir heuristic is a technique to convert an
interactive proof of knowledge into a non interactive proof
that can be used as a digital signature. First lets define an
interactive proof of knowledge where a prover, Alice (A),
intends to proof the knowledge of a secret value x to a
verifier, Bob (B):
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

A has a secret x, such that y = g x . g is a generator
of a cyclic group G of prime order q where the
discrete logarithm problem is hard, and y is the
A’s public value belonging to such group.
A selects v ∈R Zq and sends t = g v to B.
B selects a nonce c ∈R Zq and sends c to A.
A obtains r = v − cx and sends r to B.
B verifies that t = g r y c holds.

The Fiat-Shamir heuristic substitutes the nonce generation in the verifier side by a random generation in
the prover side, hence avoiding the 3-way handshake and
limiting the number of transmissions to only one. This only
one message can be considered a digital signature. The
random generation is performed with a random oracle, i.e.
a hash function in a practical scenario. The non-interactive
proof of knowledge is now described as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A knows x such that y = g x .
A picks v ∈R Zq and gets t = g v , but A does not
send t to B.
A generates c = H(g, y, t) with a hash function
H() also known by B.
A obtains r = v − cx.
A sends (t, r) to B.

6)

B can obtains c = H(g, y, t) and verifies that t =
g r y c holds.
XII.

APPENDIX: Proverif code

The code defines two processes, one representing two
USERS and the other representing the AS. The process
USERS receives two credentials (nickname and password),
representing two different users. USERS performs the
protocol together with the AS in a first iteration using the
credential of the first user. In a second iteration the process
USERS makes a random choice over which credential
is used, and performs the authentication protocol for a
different mobile application. Thus, the attacker is asked to
distinguish the cases.
type G1 .
type G2 .
type Zp .
fun mulZpZp ( Zp , Zp ) : Zp .
fun mulZpG1 ( Zp , G1 ) : G1 .
fun addZpZp ( Zp , Zp ) : Zp .
fun addG1G1 (G1 , G1 ) : G1 .
fun exp (G2 , Zp ) : G2 .
fun mul (G2 , G2 ) : G2 .
fun e (G1 , G1 ) : G2 .
fun H1( b i t s t r i n g ) : G1 .
fun H2( b i t s t r i n g ) : G1 .
fun H3( b i t s t r i n g ) : Zp .
fun sk (G1 , Zp , Zp ) : G1 .
fun s i g n ( b i t s t r i n g , G1 , G1 , G1 ) :
bitstring .
r e d u c f o r a l l z : Zp , ga : G1 , gb : G1 ;
p a i r i n g 1 ( e ( mulZpG1 ( z , ga ) , gb ) )
=exp ( e ( ga , gb ) , z ) .
r e d u c f o r a l l z : Zp , ga : G1 , gb : G1 ;
p a i r i n g 2 ( e ( ga , mulZpG1 ( z , gb ) ) )
=exp ( e ( ga , gb ) , z ) .
r e d u c f o r a l l za : Zp , zb : Zp , ga : G1 ,
gb : G1 ; p a i r i n g 3 ( e ( mulZpG1 ( za , ga ) ,
mulZpG1 ( zb , gb ) ) )
=exp ( e ( ga , gb ) , mulZpZp ( za , zb ) ) .
r e d u c f o r a l l M: b i t s t r i n g , Q: G1 ,
P : G1 , mu : Zp , s : Zp , pseu : G1 ;
c h e c k s i g n ( s i g n (M, Q, sk (P , mu, s ) ,
mulZpG1 (mu,Q) ) ,M, Q, mulZpG1 (mu,Q) )
= true .
r e d u c f o r a l l M: b i t s t r i n g , Q: G1 ,
S : G1 , pseu : G1 ; g e t p s e u ( s i g n (M, Q, S , pseu ) )
= pseu .
r e d u c f o r a l l M: b i t s t r i n g , Q: G1 ,
S : G1 , pseu : G1 ; g e t m e s s ( s i g n (M, Q, S , pseu ) )
= M.
f r e e c1 : c h a n n e l .
f r e e c2 : c h a n n e l .
l e t USERS( u s e r : b i t s t r i n g ,
nick pasw1 : b i t s t r i n g , nick pasw2 : b i t s t r i n g ,
P : G1 , Qs : G1 , Ws: G1 , W: G1 , pseu v : G1) =

new app id1 : b i t s t r i n g ;
out ( c2 , app id1 ) ;
i n ( c2 , sig v1 : b i t s t r i n g ) ;
i f pseu v = g e t p s e u ( sig v1 ) then
l e t M1 = g e t m e s s ( sig v1 ) i n
l e t (=app id1 , pseu vi1 : G1 , rn1 : b i t s t r i n g )
= M1 i n
i f c h e c k s i g n ( sig v1 , M1, Qs , pseu v )
= t r u e then
l e t mu1 = H3 ( ( nick pasw1 , app id1 ) ) i n
l e t Qi1 = H1( app id1 ) i n
l e t pseu ui1 = mulZpG1 (mu1 , Qi1 ) i n
l e t wu1 = ( pseu vi1 , rn1 ) i n
l e t s i g u i 1 = mulZpG1 (mu1 , H1( wu1 ) )
i n out ( c2 , ( s i g u i 1 , wu1 , pseu ui1 ) ) ;

new app id2 : b i t s t r i n g ;
out ( c2 , app id2 ) ;
i n ( c2 , sig v2 : b i t s t r i n g ) ;
l e t pseu v2 = g e t p s e u ( sig v2 ) i n
l e t M2 = g e t m e s s ( sig v2 ) i n
l e t (=app id2 , pseu vi2 : G1 , rn2 : b i t s t r i n g )
= M2 i n
i f c h e c k s i g n ( sig v2 , M2, Qs , pseu v2 )
= t r u e then
l e t mu2 = H3 ( ( u s e r , app id2 ) ) i n
l e t Qi2 = H1( app id2 ) i n
l e t pseu ui2 = mulZpG1 (mu2 , Qi2 ) i n
l e t wu2 = ( pseu vi2 , rn2 ) i n
l e t s i g u i 2 = mulZpG1 (mu2 , H1( wu2 ) )
i n out ( c2 , ( s i g u i 2 , wu2 , pseu ui2 ) ) .
l e t AS(mv : Zp , Sv : G1 , P : G1 , Qs : G1 ,
Ws: G1 , W: G1) =
i n ( c2 , app id1 : b i t s t r i n g ) ;
new rn1 : b i t s t r i n g ;
l e t pseu v1 = mulZpG1 (mv, Qs ) i n
l e t Qi1=H1( app id1 )
in
l e t pseu vi1 = mulZpG1 (mv, Qi1 ) i n
l e t M1=(app id1 , pseu vi1 , rn1 ) i n
l e t sign v1 = s i g n (M1, Qs , Sv , pseu v1 )
i n out ( c2 , sign v1 ) ;
i n ( c2 , s i g u i 1 : b i t s t r i n g ) ;
i n ( c2 , app id2 : b i t s t r i n g ) ;
new rn2 : b i t s t r i n g ;
l e t pseu v2 = mulZpG1 (mv, Qs ) i n
l e t Qi2=H1( app id2 )
in
l e t pseu vi2 = mulZpG1 (mv, Qi2 ) i n
l e t M2=(app id2 , pseu vi2 , rn2 ) i n
l e t sign v2 = s i g n (M2, Qs , Sv , pseu v2 )
i n out ( c2 , sign v2 ) ;
i n ( c2 , s i g u i 2 : b i t s t r i n g ) .
process
new s : Zp ;
new P : G1 ;
new Qs : G1 ;
new nick pasw1 : b i t s t r i n g ;
new nick pasw2 : b i t s t r i n g ;
new mv : Zp ;
l e t Ws = mulZpG1 ( s , Qs ) i n
l e t W = mulZpG1 ( s , P) i n
l e t PPs = (P , Qs , Ws, W) i n out ( c1 , PPs ) ;
( ( l e t u s e r = c h o i c e [ nick pasw1 , nick pasw2 ]

i n USERS( u s e r , nick pasw1 ,
nick pasw2 ,
P , Qs , mulZpG1 ( s , Qs ) ,
mulZpG1 ( s , P) , mulZpG1 (mv, Qs ) ) ) |
( l e t Sv = sk (P , mv,
s ) in
AS(mv, Sv , P , Qs , mulZpG1 ( s , Qs ) ,
mulZpG1 ( s , P ) ) ) )
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